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The Earthing Transformer is a modification of Tesla's Radiant Energy patent # 685,957...
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We take the original idea of a capacitor stationed, inline, beneath an aerial and above the ground...
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...and we substitute the capacitor with a transformer...
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Thus, our body will be lying on an Earthing bedsheet and this bedsheet will be acting as the aerial in Tesla's patent pictured above. The transformer will act as a Perpetual Motion Holder, which has been popularized by Edward Leedskalnin. - www.Leedskalnin.com
This transformer will also act as a capacitor of current while allowing voltage to pass through. So in a limited sense, the capacitor of Nikola Tesla's original Radiant Energy patent (picture above) has not been entirely swapped out after all.
This iron core transformer will also amplify the bidirectional energy traversing both ways between the body lying on the Earthing bedsheet and the earth-ground connection due to the mysterious property of iron as described by William Lyne in his book: "Pentagon Aliens"...
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http://amzn.com/0963746774
One horse power is added to Tesla's Special (Tri-Metal) Generator for every 200 pounds of iron attached to his Special Generator. So, I figure that something similar could happen if we add an iron core transformer inline with our Earthing connection - the heavier the better!
The proper way to wire this transformer into the grounding connection of our Earthing bedsheet is to wind enameled iron wire (I use green floral wire from the hardware store) - both leads coming from the Earthing bedsheet and from the earth-ground - around a portion of the iron core transformer and leave one end of each coil's winding free. Thus...
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It makes a difference whether or not the red-colored grounding coil leads off to the right (pictured above) or to the left (pictured below). The following is NOT correct...
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But the following is a correct alternative to the first version, above...
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I'd better correct myself. "Correct Wiring" is a bit opinionated. Actually, it matters what kind of result you want.
So, "Correct Wiring" implies correct for someone who wants to relax. "Not Correct Wiring" means you want to wake up from a groggy, sluggish, listless condition of both mind and body. But beware of over-indulgence of "Not Correct Wiring"; you can overdo the "Not Correct Wiring" of the above examples by using them for too long a duration which could result in discomfort of some kind, such as: headache, irritability, and sleeplessness - as if you drunk too much coffee!
But some people are habitually over-stimulated and would feel uncomfortable if all of a sudden they began to relax. So, let each one of us choose our own preferred state of comfort zone.
It might not make a difference which way the transformer coils are wound, clockwise or counter-clockwise? That's my best guess. But if it does matter, then it might make a difference where this transformer will be used: in the northern or southern hemisphere? And for what purpose: to stimulate or to relax? North poles on magnetic pulsers are usually labeled as being restful while the south poles are labeled as being stimulating. If I had to guess further, I'd guess that clockwise wound toroidal transformers are north polar magnets while counter-clockwise wound are south pole magnets. If so, then maybe the only way to balance their complimentary opposition is to wire one of each in parallel within the earthing connection?
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